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1.  Introduction 

With an aging population on the one hand and difficulties in financing public and private pensions on the other,

understanding the determinants of individuals’ retirement behavior is of considerable research and policy importance.  Much

of the research on the labor force behavior of older, working aged adults has focused on the effects of financial incentives

such as Social Security and private pensions, generally showing that these incentives have powerful behavioral effects.  At

the same time, econometric studies of retirement behavior have provided strong evidence for the importance of health

factors

Unfortunately, efforts to understand the effects of financial incentives on retirement behavior and understand the

effects of health on retirement behavior have remained largely separate avenues of research.  There exist strong empirical

correlations among health, socioeconomic status, and the rewards from continuing to work.  Behaviorally, health status and

economic factors interact in their effects on labor force behavior.  For example, people in poor health will presumably

continue to work unless they have the resources to permit them to stop, while those are who not able to stop working may

adapt to their poor health in other ways, for instance by changing jobs.  As a result, economic factors confound the effects of

health on retirement, and vice versa.  

In this paper we hope to improve understanding of the labor force behavior of older Americans by specifying and

estimating a model of labor force behavior that builds on the strengths and addresses some of the weaknesses of the two

largely separate literatures.  The benefits of drawing on valuable lessons learned in each are readily apparent.  On one hand,

research examining the relationship between financial resources and retirement decisions has established the importance of

viewing retirement as a dynamic process which can best be viewed longitudinally. Acknowledging this basic idea seems

necessary if one wishes to fully understand the relationship between health and retirement. Although variation in mental

health, cognitive functioning, and physical health exists at all ages and affects early educational and occupational

attainment, it is the decline in physical and mental health starting in late middle age – often in combination with a changing

occupational environment – that is likely to create a mismatch between an individual’s capabilities and the requirements of

his job.  Whether and how workers respond to declines in health depends on various factors, including the nature of the

declines, their expected persistence, the age at which they occur, and workers’ human capital, economic situation, and

preferences for leisure and consumption.  Research on the effect of health on retirement has virtually ignored these dynamic

issues.  

On the other hand, research examining the relationship between health and retirement has stressed the importance

of carefully dealing with issues related to the measurement of health with a specific focus on the potential problems



1Evidence to date on the nature of the biases involved in using global self reported health measures (e.g.. responses to
questions such as “Do you have any impairment or health problem that limits the kind or amount of paid work you can do?” or
“Would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair or poor?” as are asked in the HRS) in behavioral models is mixed.
Stern (1989) and Bound (1991), using instrumental variable procedures to deal with the potential endogeneity of global self
reported health measures,  found evidence that  global measures neither dramatically over or under-estimated the effect of health
on labor force participation in reduced form cross sectional models of labor force participation.  Bound, Schoenbaum,
Stinebrickner and Waidmann (1998) obtain similar results using longitudinal data from the Health and Retirement Study.  Bound
(1991) and Bound et al. (1998) interpret this result as suggesting that the endogeneity and errors-in-variables bias’s
approximately cancel each other out.  However, even if this is the case, biases may remain in the estimated effects of any
variables that are correlated with health.   Kreider (1999) produces evidence suggesting that the use of global self-reported
measures will tend to yield results that underestimate the impact of financial incentives on labor force behavior.  The modeling
strategy we follow in this paper allows for both random and systematic components to any measurement error in self reported
health.  

2In a recent paper Benitez-Silva, Buchinsky, Chan, Cheidvasser and Rust (2000) argue that, at least when studying the
decision to apply for Social Security Disability Insurance, self reported measures of work incapacity (i.e. responses to the
questions: “Do you have any impairment or health problem that limits the kind or amount of paid work you can do? If so, does
this limitation  prevent you from working altogether?”) provide unbiased measures of work capacity. This finding is at odds with
the common presumption in the literature, at odds with the evidence that, both across countries and across time within the U.S.,
the fraction of individuals reporting themselves unable to work mirrors the fraction of individuals receiving disability insurance
(Waidmann, Bound and  Schoenbaum, 1995; Bound and Waidmann, 2002; Burkhauser, Dwyer, Lindeboom, Theeuwes,
Woittiez, 1999), and at odds with results reported in Bound et al. (1998).  In particular, in this latter paper, strategies similar to
some of those used by  Benitez-Silva et al. indicate that, while a dichotomous measure based on the question “Do you have any
impairment or health problem that limits the kind or amount of paid work you can do?” produces estimates that neither
dramatically over or underestimate the impact of work limitations on retirement, a  dichotomous measure that is coded 1 if the
person identifies himself as unable to work and 0 otherwise  (this is the same kind of measure as is used by Benitez-Silva et al.)
tends to dramatically exaggerate the impact of work limitations on retirement.  We suspect that the most important reason for
the differences between the Bound et al. and the Benitez-Silva et al. findings has to do with differences between the exclusion
restrictions used by the two sets of authors.  In particular, Benitez-Silva et al. use a much sparser list of exclusion restrictions
than do Bound et al.  As a result, one concern is that the Benitez-Silva et al. tests may have low power.  
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associated with using global survey measures such as self-rated work limitations and global self-rated health.   There are a

number of potential problems with such survey measures, particularly relating to measurement error and endogeneity.  First,

respondents are asked for subjective judgements which may not be entirely comparable across individuals.  Second,

responses may not be independent of the very labor market outcomes investigators hope to explain.  Third, since health may

represent one of the few legitimate reasons for working-age adults to be out of work, respondents out of the labor force may

mention health problems to rationalize their behavior.  Fourth, since early retirement benefits are often available only for

those deemed incapable of work, respondents may have a financial incentive to identify themselves as disabled, an incentive

that will be particularly high for those for whom the relative rewards from continued work are low.  It is important to note

that each of these problems will lead to different kinds of biases (Bound, 1991) and biased estimates of health’s impact on

outcomes will also lead to biased coefficients on any variable correlated with  health.1   Unfortunately, these issues have

largely been ignored in most past longitudinal retirement research which has suffered from the availability of only very

limited measures of health.2
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The importance of dynamic considerations motivates our use of a dynamic, discrete choice model.  This framework

has been found to be useful in previous longitudinal studies of retirement such as Berkovec and Stern (1991) and Rust and

Phelan (1997).  However, within this general framework we embed a statistical model of health that has been used in the

health literature and allows us to deal explicitly with the problems of endogeneity and measurement error that may arise

from the use of global measures of self-reported health.  

2. Data 

The estimation of the specified model requires a rich data source.  We take advantage of the Health and Retirement

Study (HRS) which, in an effort to allow researchers to address the types of research questions posed here, biennially

surveys a sample of Americans who were aged 50 to 61 when the initial survey wave was collected in 1992.   The

estimation of our model uses the public release versions of the first four waves of data, supplemented by confidential

matched data from the Social Security Administration giving earnings histories and from employers giving details of private

pension plans in which respondents are enrolled. The HRS is described in additional detail in Juster and Suzman (1995). 

Accurate information on all potential financial sources that could influence the retirement decision is important

since, for reasons alluded to earlier, incomplete information about economic resources will tend to lead to biased estimates

of the effects of both other financial variables and health on labor force participation.  Finally, the HRS contains detailed

information about a person’s activity state in a particular year.  While some individuals who encounter poor health may have

the economic resources to simply leave the workforce, other individuals with insufficient economic resources may find that

qualifying for Disability Insurance benefits represents the only plausible way to leave the workforce. Still others may try to

adapt to their health status by finding a new job.  While fully understanding the relationship between financial resources,

health, and labor force participation would seem to require that one consider the variety of ways individuals adapt to poor

health, to date very little research has attempted to model the effect of health on labor force transitions other than retirement.

We restrict our attention to single men to avoid complications associated with joint decision making, and because

single women’s Social Security benefits are more likely to depend on the earnings of former spouses-information that is

unavailable to us. The age-eligible wave 1 sample consists of 733 single/unpartnered men.  From this group, we exclude

respondents who did not have a SS earnings history (206), who were not eligible for SS retirement or DI benefits at baseline

(153), who claim to have a private pension on their current job with no matching employer record (31), or who have missing

values on required data elements(15). These exclusions left 328 respondents who were included in the initial conditions

sample.  Of these, 132 were not employed (or were self employed) at the date of their wave 1 interview. The remaining 196

respondents make up the “behavioral sample.” 



3In practice, we assume that T is the year that the person turns 75 years old.  After year T, individuals are assumed to
remain out of the workforce for the remainder of their lives.
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3.  Model Specification and Solution 

We model the behavior of males who are working as of a “baseline” time t=0 which we assume corresponds to the

first wave (1992) wave of the Health and Retirement Study. The basic behavioral model is a dynamic programming model in

which individuals take into account that current period decisions may have substantial effects on their future utility.  Central

to this model is a set of current period utility equations that allows a person to construct the expected lifetime utility or value

that he will receive from each option that he considers in each year that he makes a decision. 

The solution of the value functions and the estimation of the parameters of these “behavioral” equations is

complicated by our desire to address two issues.  First, the group of individuals who are working at our baseline time period

is a group of individuals selected on unobservable factors.  Second, although our model posits that individuals make

decisions based on actual health, as mentioned earlier, it is self-reported health that is observed in our data.

We attempt to address the former concern by adding a reduced form initial conditions equation that describes

whether a person is working at our time period.  We address the latter concern in a manner proposed by Bound (1991) by

adding a latent health equation that formally describes the relationship between self-reported health, health reporting error,

and true health.  The presence of these additional equations has several practical implications that increase the difficulty of

the solution and estimation of our model.  First, in order for the additional equations to serve their purpose, our estimation

procedure must allow correlations between certain unobservables that appear in the initial conditions equation, the health

equation, and the behavioral equations,  making closed-form solutions to likelihood and value functions impossible. 

Second, our health framework produces a continuous measure of true health that is serially correlated over time, a well-

known challenge for researchers employing dynamic, discrete choice estimation methods.

We first briefly outline the model used. 

Choice Set:  Each individual has a finite decision horizon beginning at t=1 (1993) and ending at year t=T.3  At each

time t, an individual chooses an activity state from a finite set of mutually exclusive alternatives, Dt d{Career job, Bridge

job, Not working, Apply for DI}, governed by the following rules: 1)Once leaving a career job, one cannot return to it; 2) DI

application can occur until NRA, if DI application successful, no further work occurs, and benefits continue until death; 3)

No return to any job if one stops working after age 70.

Income:  Yj(t) is the sum, under choice j, of income from wages, Social Security, DB & DC pensions, DI, non-

pension wealth, food stamps, SSI, and other exogenous sources of income (such as veteran benefits) minus expenditures on



4In recent work researchers have begun to introduce savings into dynamic programing models of retirement (e.g .
French,  2000a,b; van der Klaauw and Wolpin, 2002; Rust, Buchinsky and Benitez-Silva, 2001).  Doing so requires treating
savings as a continuous state variable and consumption as a continuous choice variable which significantly complicates
estimation.  In all these cases the authors have treated health as an exogenous discrete state variable.  In contrast, we treat health
as a continuous state variable and allow for the potential endogenous reporting of health status, but ignore savings.  While adding
savings as a state variable and consumption as a choice variable is possible from a conceptual standpoint, in practice this change
in our specification would render our already complicated model intractable.  Given our interest in the the interplay among
health, financial resources, and the labor market behavior , we believe our choice was a reasonable one.    
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health care.  This approach to modeling the effect of the availability health insurance is now common in the literature (Rust

and Phelan, 1997; Blau and Gilleskie, 2001; French and Jones, 2000). Career job (real) wages are assumed to evolve over

time following a fixed effects specification. Bridge job wages depend on age and career job wages. Health expenditures

depend on health, age and insurance status. Consistent with much previous research in the dynamic, discrete choice

literature we assume that a person consumes all of his “income” in year t. 4 

Utility: The current period reward in any year t for choice j contains all of the benefits and costs associated with j

and is the (weighted) sum of the utility from consumption (CRRA),  and non-pecuniary utility. 

We assume that the nonpecuniary utility associated with an option j is a linear function of a person’s current health ηt, an

indicator of whether the person has either private health insurance or Medicare, exogenous observable characteristics of the

individual X(t), and a set of other transitory factors (,t
j) unobserved by the econometrician (but known to the individual in

the current period) that measure the person’s particular circumstances and outlook in year t.  In addition, we allow

individuals to have unobserved, permanent differences in their preferences for work by including a person-specific,

permanent heterogeneity term 6 that enters the non-pecuniary utility associated with the work options C and B. To

summarize,

 .  

Discounted Expected Utility - Value Functions: Letting S(t) represent the set of all state variables at time t,

the expected present value of lifetime rewards associated with any option that is available at time t can be represented by a

standard Bellman equation (Bellman 1957): 

Vj(t, S(t))=Rj(S(t)) + $(S(t))@E[V(t+1,S(t+1))|S(t),j(t)] where .

$ is the one period discount factor which varies across people and across time depending on individual’s survival

probabilities.  $=$Common @Pr(Alive at t+1|Alive at t).  Probabilities depend on age and health at t, estimated with a discrete-

time proportional hazard model using SSA life tables for baseline hazards.

   Health: A person’s health, 0, is exogenously determined but correlated across time. We assume that health at time

t depends on demographic characteristics in  X(t), as well as specific health measures Z(t), and follows an AR(1) process.



5We assume that the cost of this coverage is $1000.

6Essentially, these variables are sufficient to characterize the entire wage history that is relevant for the SS calculation
if the person thinks about expected wages in the future.

7The year that an individual left his career job is given by the amount of experience that a person had at the end of his
decision making horizon, EXC(T), since individuals cannot return to career jobs after leaving these jobs.
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Health Insurance: Individual beliefs about health insurance status at time t+1 is determined by his age (i.e.,

Medicare eligibility), health insurance characteristics of his current job and the choice made at t+1. Career job health

insurance may or may not provide retiree coverage, but for computational reasons, we assume that bridge jobs do not have

retiree coverage. However, persons in bridge jobs without insurance have some probability (0.2) that the bridge offer he

receives in time t+1 will include health insurance.  In addition, we allow COBRA insurance at time t+1.5 

Thus, at time t, the state variables that influence non-pecuniary utility are {X(t), ,(t), 6, 0t , HI(t)}. Except for ,(t)

and κ, these also affect current and future net income levels through their effects on health expenditures. In addition, some

new state variables are needed to represent a person’s information about income.  For example, income calculations depend

in part on a set of baseline variables, &, that describe everything about a person’s financial situation, previous work and

earnings history, and earnings potential when the person arrives at t=1. Our model is made tractable through an assumption

that an individual considers expected future earnings rather than actual future earnings when thinking about future SS

benefits.  In this case, sufficient for computing the SS benefits that a person will receive in some future year t* is the

person’s earnings history as of time t=1 (which is contained in &), the number of years that he will work in his career job

after time zero and before time t*, the number of years that he will work in his bridge jobs before time t*, and a variable

which keeps track of all relevant information about what years the person worked after age 62 and before time t*.  These

three state variables are endogenously determined within the model.6  

As with the SS calculation, we assume that individuals consider expected future earnings when thinking about

pensions and DI payments.  DB payments from career job at t* can be calculated if he knows the details of the pension plan

and his earnings history as of t=1 (both in &) and the year that he left his career job.7 With respect to DC plans, future

payments at t* will depend on details of the plan, past contributions, and future contributions(assumed to continue at same

rate)and thus depend on & and EXC(T).  Potential DI benefits are based on health and the same data required for SS

formulas. To summarize, the time t state variables in the model are   S(t)={&, X(t), EXC(t), EXB(t), SSEX(t), DI(t), ,(t),

R(t), L(t), 6, 0t , HI(t)}. 



8Persons are classified as having applied for disability benefits are those who apply at any time between the 1992 and
1998 surveys. Persons who have not applied for disability benefits and are still working but who have changed jobs since the
baseline survey are classified as “Bridge.” Those alive and not working in the final survey who have not applied for disability
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Solving value functions: The expected value of choice j in t+1 is a multi-dimensional integral over the stochastic

elements of S(t+1) whose realizations are not known at time t given the decision to choose j. The recursive formulation of

value functions motivates the backwards recursion solution process that is standard in finite horizon, dynamic, discrete

choice models. 

4. Estimation

Individuals make choices by comparing the values of the various options that are available.  Generally speaking,

our estimation approach is to choose parameters that maximize the probability of observed choices. The additional

complications are the serially correlated and endogenous nature of health and the selectivity of the initial sample. The

strategy we have chosen to deal with the reality that true health is not observed is to use a latent variable model to construct

an index of health (Bound 1991, Bound et al. 1999). Essentially, our latent variable model uses the detailed health

information available in the HRS to instrument the potentially endogenous and error-ridden work limitation measure.  This

validity of this approach for estimating the effects of health on labor force withdrawal depends critically on the assumptions

that  the reports on the detailed health information available in the HRS are exogenous with respect to labor force status. 

In an attempt to account for selectivity in the sample we include in our estimation a reduced form initial conditions

equation modeled as a probit.  Credible identification of the covariance between the initial condition and the behavioral

equations depends crucially on exclusion restrictions.  In particular, some variable or variables must influence the initial

condition, but have no direct effect on subsequent behavior.  In our case we have assumed that, while health at t=0 affects

whether or not one works at t=0, it does not have a direct effect on subsequent behavior after conditioning on health at t=1.  

5.  Results

We are interested in understanding how the availability of economic resources and health affect economic

behavior.  Tabulations of income sources stratified by work and health status  (not shown) suggest that men are not likely to

leave the labor force before the age of 62 unless they have income sources on which they can rely, but that the composition

of the income sources that are used to support an exit from the labor force varies dramatically with health status.  

Recall that the choice data used to identify the behavioral portion of the model come from the activity status of our

behavioral sample at approximately yearly intervals.  The third through sixth columns of table 4 report descriptive statistics

on our behavioral sample broken down by whether they chose  C, B, A, or N in the final survey.8   There are several things



benefits are classified as “Retired.”
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to note.  Those who retire (i.e., choose option N) are more likely to be eligible for a private defined benefit pension and

more likely to have reached age 62 by wave 4 than those who did not.  What is more, those who retire (N)--and especially

those that applied for DI benefits (A)--were no more likely to be in poor health or report a work limitation at their wave 1

interview, but were much more likely to report health problems as of the final survey.   These patterns make considerable

sense.  

The average person in our behavioral sample would receive $12,820 in SS benefits at age 65 (based on the

contributions made as of the baseline interview) and would receive DI benefits of the same amount if he is approved for the

program.  On average, the expected career wages and bridge wages at the final survey based on estimates of equation (5)

and equation (6) are $32,854 and $13,098 respectively.    The final  row of Table 4 show that the proportion of individuals in

the sample who choose the options C, B, N, and A is .430, .204, .279, and .087 respectively. 

The model we estimate includes the parameters of the DI approval equation, career and bridge wage equations, the

health expenditure equation, the health status equation, the utility/choice functions, the initial conditions equation, the

standard deviation of unobserved heterogeneity, covariances between health reporting and choice functions, between

baseline work (initial condition) and unobserved health, and between baseline work and unobserved work disutility, the

common discount factor, and the risk aversion parameter. Estimates of some of these are shown in table 5D.  The estimate of

J indicates that the amount of consumption available from a particular option plays a statistically significant role in the

utility that is derived from that option.  The estimates also indicate that health plays a statistically significant role.  Given

that larger values of health represent worse health, the negative estimates of  and  indicate that individuals in bad

health get less utility from the work options (relative to the option N) than individuals in better health.  The positive estimate

of indicates that individuals in bad health get higher non-pecuniary benefits from applying for Disability Insurance

(relative to the option N) than individuals in better health.  Our estimates imply that, over and above the effect of health

insurance on disposable income, health insurance has a positive effect on well being, but the estimated effect is quite small

and not statistically significant.  In terms of the variance/covariance terms, most striking is the importance of unobserved

heterogeneity; the point estimate (standard error) of the standard deviation F6 is 1.423 (.322).

In order to quantify the role that economic resources and health play in determining labor decisions we begin by

performing simulations using a “representative person.”  We construct a representative person who has a college education

and has career earnings, bridge earnings, SS benefits, and potential DI benefits that are close to the average for people in our



9Our representative person would receive $15,588 in SS benefits at age 65 (given amount of contributions as of time
t=1), and would receive DI benefits of $15,588 if approved for the program.  

0.Before age 62, a person with no outside wealth who applies for DI must rely on social assistance such as food
stamps while waiting for the approval decision.  However, at age 62 a person can receive SS benefits while waiting
for the DI approval decision.

11A large share of those in poor health as of the initial HRS survey year do not make it into our  behavioral sample.
Thus, a large share of those in poor health as of t=1, would not have been in poor health two years earlier and would have
suffered a major negative health shock in the interim. Thus, while lagged health does not enter the behavioral model, it probably
still makes sense to interpret the results in terms of the behavioral effects of the deterioration in health status, rather than the
effects of permanently poor health. 
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sample, but has no private pension wealth or other sources of wealth.9 We first assume that the representative person has

true health 01 at time t=1 that is equal to the average true health of the individuals in our sample.  The five rows of Table 6A

show simulated choice probabilities at t=1 assuming that the representative person is 55, 60, 62, 64, and 65 years of age at

t=1 respectively where to simplify the discussion and make tables more readable we have combined the Career and Bridge

options into a single “working” category (C+B).  Since the simulated individuals would have been employed at t=0, these

simulated probabilities can be thought of as one year transition rates.  

The simulated choice probabilities at age 55 and age 60 are quite similar.  At these ages, the representative person’s

only economic resources if he leaves the workforce come from assistance programs such as the food stamp program.  This

reality, combined with the fact that being in average health implies that it is not particularly unenjoyable to work and that

applying for Disability Insurance is not particularly worthwhile, implies that the person at age 55 and age 60 has a very low

probability of leaving the workforce for either the non-work option N (0.02) or for the option of applying for Disability

Insurance A (0.001).   Evidence regarding the effect of economic resources on behavior can be seen by comparing the

choice probabilities at the age of 60 to the choice probabilities at the age of 62 at which time the person becomes eligible for

Social Security retirement benefits.  The consumption increase in the non-work option (N) causes the probability of

choosing this option to increase by a factor of approximately two (from 0.024 to 0.046).   The fact that the probability of

applying for DI remains extremely small (0.003) for the average health person even when SS benefits become available is

evidence of the very strong importance of health in the DI application decision.10  Delaying retirement past the age of 62

increases a person’s Social Security benefits.  Comparing simulated choice probabilities between the age of 62 and the ages

of 64 and 65 reveals that this increase in Social Security benefits has a relatively small effect on retirement decisions.   

Table 6B shows choice probabilities at different ages for the representative person under the assumption that his

health is one standard deviation below average at t=1.11  As before, the choice probabilities are fairly similar at ages 55 and
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60 for this person.  However, comparing the choice probabilities for this person at ages 55 and 60 to the choice probabilities

for the average health person at ages 55 and 60 indicates that health has a very important effect on the probability that a

person will transition out of the workforce at ages 55 and 60.  For example, the total probability of transitioning out of the

workforce (N+A) at age 60 is 0.025 for the average health person and is 0.106 for the below-average health person with the

impact of worse health coming from both an increase in the probability of choosing the non-work category (N) and an

increase in the probability of applying for DI (A).   Comparing these two numbers with the choice probabilities of the

average and below-average health individuals at age 62 indicates that the effect of economic resources depends to some

extent on health.  At age 62 when SS benefits become available, the total probability of transitioning out of the workforce

increases by approximately 0.06 (from 0.106 to 0.168) for the person in below-average health but increases by only

approximately 0.02 (from 0.025 to 0.049) for the person in average health.  

Table 6C shows choice probabilities at different ages for the representative person under the assumption that his

health is 1.5 standard deviations below average.  Comparing the results of Table 6C to those of 6B indicates that, once a

person reaches poor health, an incremental worsening of health can have large effects on the decisions of individuals.  When

compared to the representative person in Table 6B (who has health 1 standard deviation below average), the representative

person in Table 6C is at least twice as likely to apply for Disability Insurance at each age and is approximately .10 more

likely to transition out of the workforce (N+A) at each age.  Comparing  Table 6C to Table 6A reinforces the notion that the

availability of economic resources may influence individuals in poor health more than individuals in good health.  At age 62

when SS benefits become available, the total probability of transitioning out of the workforce at t=1 increases by

approximately 0.07 (from 0.198 to 0.269) for the person in below-average health but, as discussed before, increases by only

approximately 0.02 (from 0.025 to 0.049) for the person in average health.  

Potential Changes in Policy The simulations involving the representative person suggest that changes in policy that

influence economic resources may have substantial effects on individual behavior and that these effects may vary across

people with different health. Here we use our baseline model and our behavioral sample to simulate the effects of four

potential changes in policy.  First, we examine the effect of removing the option of early SS benefits.  Second, we examine 

the effects of a policy that has been implemented - changing the normal retirement age from 65 to 67.   Third, we examine

the impact of removing the Disability Insurance program entirely.  Finally, we examine the impact of implementing a type of

universal health insurance program.   



12Thus, we take the approach of simulating choices within the sample period.

13Thus, for these entries we are averaging choice probabilities of all behavioral sample members in all years that choices
are observed.  Recall that the youngest age at which any individual in the sample is observed making a choice is 51 and the
oldest age at which any individual in the sample is observed making a choice is 66.  Each individual contributes to the aggregate
measures at a subset of these ages.

14In the data, the empirical probabilities are .838,  .153, and .018 respectively.

15Given our within-sample period simulation strategy, this number is computed using all people for which a choice is
observed in the data at age 55.
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To quantify the effects of these policy changes, we first perform a baseline simulation in which no policy change

has occurred.  This simulation yields the probability that each person in our behavioral sample will choose each of the

options {C, B, N, A} in each of the years that a choice is observed for him in the data.12   Aggregate measures for the

sample, which are created by averaging these individual-specific choice probabilities across all sample members, are shown

in the first column of Table 9a.  The first entries in Column 1 represent the choice probabilities that are generated if

individual choices at all ages are pooled. 13   Thus, under the baseline specification, our model indicates that individuals will

choose the work option (C+B) in .859 of the periods for which decisions are observed in the data (hereafter referred to as the

pooled decision periods), will choose the non-work option (N) in .125 of the pooled decision periods, and will choose to

apply for Disability Insurance (A) in .016 of the pooled decision periods.14  The remainder of the entries in Column 1 reflect

the choice probabilities when choices are disaggregated by age (for select ages). Thus, for example, the simulations indicate

that the probability of working (C+B) at age 55 is .863.15

For each policy change, the simulation process is repeated after modifying the model appropriately to reflect the

change.    Column 2 of Table 9a shows the choice probabilities associated with a first policy change in which no benefits are

available from the Social Security system until a person reaches the age of 65.    When a person is younger than 62, this

policy change influences decisions only through its influence on future income.  Because knowledge that Social Security

benefits will not be available at the ages of 62-64 tends to reduce the value of each option in a somewhat similar fashion, it

is perhaps not surprising that the policy change has little effect before the age of 62.  For example, at age 55, the probability

of choosing the non-work option (N)  is .115 under the baseline simulation and .113 under the policy change.  The policy

change leads to an increase in work at the age of 62 when the amount of current period consumption that a person receives

in the non-work and DI options is reduced relative to the baseline case; at age 62 the probability of choosing the non-work

option falls by approximately 18% (from .147  under the baseline simulation to .121  under the policy change).  A similar

effect (.172 versus .150) is shown in the table for age 64.  The policy change leads to little change in the number of DI



16The small difference remains  because, under the policy change, individuals are less likely to have left their career
jobs as of age 65, and, therefore, have an additional and often desirable work option at age 65.

17True health is not observed in our data.  However, our model produces the distribution of health for a particular
person.  This can be used to compute the probability that a person is in “good” or “bad” health.

18Under this policy, a person who retires at the age of 67 receives the benefits he would have received under baseline
if he would have retired at age 65.   A similar reduction in benefits takes place at all other ages.
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applicants.   Thus, the decrease in the probability of choosing N is accompanied by an increase of similar size in the

probability of choosing C or B.   At 65 when Social Security benefits become the same in the baseline simulation and policy

change simulation, the number of people in the option N becomes more similar under the baseline and policy change (.192

vs. .184).16 

We have also constructed (but do not show here) an analog to Table 9a for individuals with health that is one

standard deviation or more below the average for the sample (hereafter referred to as “bad” health) and for individuals in our

sample with health that is better than one standard deviation below the average for the sample (hereafter referred to as

“good” health).17  Consistent with our representative person simulations, we find evidence that the effect of this policy

change varies with a person’s health.   For example, for individuals in our sample with bad health, the policy causes the

probability of choosing N at age 64 to fall by approximately .06 (from .263 under the baseline to .204 under policy 1) and

the probability of applying for DI to fall by approximately .03 (from .083 to .054). For individuals in our sample with

“good” health, the policy causes the probability of choosing N at age 64 to fall by approximately .02 (from .158 under the

baseline to .138 under policy 1) and the probability of choosing A to fall by .002 (from .013 to .011).  Thus, this policy has a

differential impact by health status by changing the work status of people in bad health more than the work status of people

in good health; the probability of C+B at age 64 increases by .088 for individuals in bad health but by only .021 for

individuals in good health).

Column 3 of Table 9 (Policy 2) shows the choice probabilities associated with a second policy which influences

Social Security benefits in a less drastic way than the first policy.  Specifically, the policy change involves increasing the

normal retirement age from 65 to 67.   Under this policy, while individuals still become eligible for benefits at the age of 62,

the amount of the benefits that is received if one retires at age 62 or at any other age is reduced.18 This change in the normal

retirement age is currently being phased in.   A comparison of Column 1 and Column 3 of Table 9a reveals that this policy

will have relatively small effects on individual decisions.    The change has virtually no effect before age 62.  At ages 62 or



19As in Table 9a for the entire sample, removing the DI option for the bad health individuals leads to a seemingly
counterintuitive decrease in the probability associated with the working options (C+B).   The reason for this is simply that the
policy change has an effect on the number of pooled decision years for which choices are simulated.  Consistent with what is
seen in the data, the likelihood contribution for a person assumes that a person who applies for DI and is accepted makes no
subsequent decisions (i.e., he remains on DI forever).  Analogously, when constructing Table 9, subsequent choices are not
simulated for a person who applies for and is accepted for DI benefits.  Thus, removing the DI option leads to more simulated
choices for the types of people who apply for and are awarded DI benefits.  The decrease in the probability of C+B under the
policy change occurs because these types of people tend to be in bad health,and find the option N relatively appealing.  This can
be formalized by recomputing the choice probabilities in Table 9 replacing the DI application category (A) with a new category
(call it A*) which includes both people who are applying for DI in the present period and people who have been accepted in
the past (and as a result are on DI in the current period but are not making decisions which enter the numbers in Table 9).  In
this case, for the entire sample the  probability associated with C+B is .840 under the baseline and .854 under policy 3.  The
probability of A* is .038 under the baseline and is zero by definition under policy 3.  For individuals in bad health,  the
probability associated with C+B is .712 under the baseline and .743 under policy 3.  The probability of A* is .111 under the
baseline and is zero by definition under policy 3.    Thus, the probability of C+B increases as expected when the DI is removed.
In addition, note that for individuals in bad health,  the increase in the probability of C+B (.032)  is relatively small compared
to the number of people who are forced to leave DI under the policy (i.e., .111) so that the removal of the DI option leads
primarily to an increase in the proportion of people that are in the option N.  
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higher, the policy causes a decrease in the probability of the non-work option (N) of one percentage point or approximately

seven percent for people in our sample.

Column 4 of Table 9a (Policy 3) shows the choice probabilities associated with a third policy change in which the

Disability Insurance program is removed entirely.  Comparing the entries associated with C+B in Column 4 to the entries

associated with C+B in Column 1 reveals that the removal of the DI program leads to very little change in the proportion of

people who are working at any particular age.  Instead, the change leads primarily to an increase in the proportion of people

who choose to leave the workforce altogether (N).    Intuitively this occurs because individuals are typically in bad health

when they apply for DI benefits, and, as a result, tend to find the non-work option (N) relatively appealing when the DI

option is not available.  Analysis stratifying by health status shows that removing DI benefits has very little effect on

individuals in good health.  For individuals in poor health the removal of the DI option results in an increase in the

probability of N but very little change in the probability of C+B.19  Thus, the differential impact of this policy change by

health status comes not from a change in work status, but rather, from a reduction in the benefits associated with being out

of the workforce that arises because the person does not receive income from DI benefits.

Column 5 of Table 9 shows the choice probabilities associated with a final policy change in which individuals are

given access to medicare at all ages.   We find that this change has very small effects both overall and for different health

groups.  Given the small effect that health insurance seems to have on out of pocket medical expenses and give the small

direct effect it has on utility (at least for this group), this result is not at all surprising. 

V.  Conclusion



20As far as we know the only other attempt to estimate the impact of changes in the Social Security Retirement
Program on Disability participation is the work by Mitchell and Phillips (2000).  Mitchell and Phillips use a conditional logit
framework to study the effect of financial incentives on the probability that a person will retire early or apply for disability
insurance.  Their estimates imply a larger effect on the application for DI benefits of reducing the incentives to retire early.  The
modeling approach we take is so different than the one taken by Mitchell and Phillips that it is hard to know what to attribute
differences to. 
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In this paper, we report estimates of a  dynamic programming model that addresses the interplay among health,

financial resources, and the labor market behavior of men nearing retirement age.  Our simulations indicate that both health

and economic resources play an important role  in determining labor supply decisions of older workers.  Our estimates imply

that individuals in good health are unlikely to retire unless they have generous financial resources available to them.  On the

other hand, our estimates imply that a man in poor health is quite likely to leave the workforce even when he is not yet

eligible for any kind of pension benefits.  In fact,  simulations based on our model estimates show that our representative

individual in poor health is 10 times more likely than a similar person in average health to retire before becoming eligible for

pension benefits.   These estimates underline the importance that health plays in determining early retirement behavior.

Strikingly our estimates imply that changes in the Social Security Retirement Program are likely to have minimal

effects on applications for the Disability Insurance Program.20  We suspect that the reason for this has to do with the fact that

those potentially eligible for DI are a quite a distinct population.  Our findings have strong predictions about the patterns of

the application for DI benefits we should see observe as the age for normal retirement under Social Security rises over the

next decade.  Despite the fact that this change will substantially increase the financial rewards associated with receiving DI

rather than early retirement benefits, our estimates suggest that the number of individuals over the age of 62 apply for DI

will not rise by much. 
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Of those working at t=0,  behavior last observation
Working at 

t=0
Not working 

at t=0 Career Bridge Retired Disability
Age at wave 4 60.6 61.1 59.8 61.1 62.0 59.6
< High School 0.222 0.261 0.243 0.229 0.188 0.267
Some College 0.170 0.183 0.135 0.114 0.208 0.333
College Grad 0.193 0.191 0.243 0.114 0.167 0.200
Work limited at wave 1 0.097            0.296            0.095          0.143          0.083          0.067           
Work limited at wave 4 0.188            0.365            0.108          0.057          0.208          0.867           
Age 62 or older at wave 4 0.369            0.435            0.243          0.457          0.583          0.133           
Normal retirement benefit (assuming 
no further work) 12,820          11,271          13,136        12,327        12,775        11,711         
Eligible for DB pension ever 0.466 0.078 0.419 0.486 0.542 0.333
Eligible for DC pension ever 0.369 0.122 0.405 0.371 0.375 0.267
Expected Career Earnings at last obs 32,854          6,048            33,143        32,904        34,700        23,761         
Expected Bridge Earnings at last obs 13,098          2,294            14,647        12,253        10,658        13,793         
With no employer health ins 0.176            0.095          0.314          0.125          0.467           
With only current coverage 0.290            0.297          0.286          0.292          0.200           
With both current & retiree covg 0.534            0.608          0.400          0.583          0.333           
Median Non-housing wealth 18,900          15,000          20,250        15,000        24,000        8,000           
Median Housing wealth 4,750            0                   250             0                 33,500        10,000         
Fraction Choosing 0.605 0.395 0.430 0.204 0.279 0.087

Table 4 Descriptive Statistics

Table 5D Parameter Estimates

Estimate  (Std. Error)
Pecuniary Utility weight,  J  .336 (.060)

Non-Pecuniary Utility parameters

(Has Health Insurance)  .063 (.043)
Constants
  Career (C)  .546 (.338)
  Bridge (B) -.908(.486)
  DI Application (A) -2.102(.399 )
  Retire (N) 0
Effect of Poor Health 

  Career (C) -.776 (.397)  
  Bridge (B) -1.357(.351)
  DI Application (A)  .851  (.212)
  Retire (N) 0
Covariance Terms
F6 (unobs. heterogeneity) 1.423 (.322)

COV(,I, <t) (baseline work & unobs. health) -.309 (.106)
COV(:t, ,t

C) (health reporting & career utility) -.191 (.173)
COV(:t, ,t

B) (health reporting & bridge utility) .216 (.128)
COV(,I , 6) (baseline work & work utility) -.784 (.412)

Table 6A  Choice Probabilities Representative Person at Different Ages - Average Health
  Baseline Specification
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Working (C+B) Labor Force Exit (N+A) Non-Work (N) Apply DI (A)

AGE=55 0.981 0.019 0.018 0.001

AGE=60 0.974 0.025 0.024 0.001

AGE=62 0.951 0.049 0.046 0.003

AGE=64 0.947 0.053 0.050 .003

AGE=65 0.947 0.053 0.0533 NA*
* person cannot apply for Disability Insurance at age 65 or older.

Table 6B Choice Probabilities Representative Person at Different Ages - Health 1 Std. Dev. Below Average
Baseline Specification

Working (C+B) Labor Force Exit (N+A) Non-Work (N) Apply DI (A)

AGE=55 0.902 0.098 0.057 0.041

AGE=60 0.893 0.106 0.082 0.024

AGE=62 0.831 0.168 0.138 0.030

AGE=64 0.828 0.172 0.146 0.026

AGE=65 0.839 0.161 0.161 NA*
* person cannot apply for Disability Insurance at age 65 or older.

Table 6C Choice Probabilities Representative Person at Different Ages - Health 1.5 Std. Dev. Below
Average

Baseline Specification

Working (C+B) Labor Force Exit (N+A) Non-Work (N) Apply DI (A)

AGE=55 0.805 0.195 0.084 0.111

AGE=60 0.802 0.198 0.127 0.071

AGE=62 0.731 0.269 0.209 0.060

AGE=64 0.721 0.279 0.207 0.072

AGE=65 0.745 0.254 0.254 NA*
* person cannot apply for Disability Insurance at age 65 or older.
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Table 9a Policy Simulations - All Health Combined 

Baseline Policy 1 Policy 2 Policy 3 Policy 4

Pooled Ages C+B=.859
N+A=.141
N=.125
A=.016

C+B=.866
N+A=.134
N=.117
A=.017

C+B=.862
N+A=.138
N=.121
A=.017

C+B=.854
N+A=.146
N=.146
A=.000**

C+B=.860
N+A=.140
N=.125
A=.015

AGE=55 C+B=.863
N+A=.137
N=.115
A=.022

C+B=.865
N+A=.135
N=.113
A=.023

C+B=.864
N+A=.136
N=.114
A=.022

C+B=.862
N+A=.138
N=.138
A=0.000**

C+B=.863
N+A=.133
N=.112
A=.021

AGE=60 C+B=.858
N+A=.141
N=.131
A=.010

C+B=.862
N+A=.138
N=.125
A=.013

C+B=.860
N+A=.140
N=.128
A=.011

C+B=.852
N+A=.148
N=.148
A=.000**

C+B=.857
N+A=.143
N=.133
A=.010

AGE=62 C+B=.840
N+A=.160
N=.147
A=.013

C+B=.866
N+A=.134
N=.121
A=.013

C+B=.849
N+A=.151
N=.137
A=.015

C+B=.837
N+A=.163
N=.163
A=.000**

C+B=.839
N+A=.161
N=.148
A=.013

AGE=64 C+B=.806
N+A=.195
N=.172
A=.023

C+B=.831
N+A=.169
N=.150
A=.019

C+B=.815
N+A=.185
N=.160
A=.024

C+B=.795
N+A=.205
N=.205
A=.000**

C+B=.804
N+A=.196
N=.173
A=.023

AGE=65 C+B=.808
N+A=.192
N=.192
A=.000*

C+B=.816
N+A=.184
N=.184
A=.000*

C+B=.820
N+A=.180
N=.180
A=.000*

C+B=.782
N+A=.218
N=.218
A=.000*

C+B=.807
N+A=.193
N=.193
A=.000*

* person cannot apply for Disability Insurance at age 65 or older.
** policy involves removing Disability Insurance program.
Policy 1 involves removing all SS benefits before age 65.
Policy 2 involves changing the normal retirement age from 65 to 67.
Policy 3 involves removing the DI program.
Policy 4 involves giving individuals medicare in all periods, regardless of age.
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